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A finite dimensional monomial relation algebra has linite global dimension if and 
only if the relative cyclic homology of its radical is equal to zero. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
In this paper /i will denote a finite dimensional (Ed.) algebra over a field 
k. All tensor products will be understood to be over R and all homology 
groups will be assumed to have coefficients in k. The main theorem is: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that A is a monomial relation algebra. Then A 
has finite global dimension if and only if the relative cyclic homology of its 
(Jacobson) radical is equal to zero. Thus: 
gl.dim. /1< cc o HC,( A, rad A) = 0. 
The assumption that n be finite dimensional is important, e.g., let A be 
the infinite dimensional algebra over the complex numbers generated by 
the noncommuting variables x, y with the single monomial relation xy = 0. 
Then gl.dim. A = 2 but the relative cyclic homology of the radical of A 
(generated by yx) is nonzero. The relative cyclic homology of the maximal 
ideal in A generated by x and y is also nonzero. 
A key step in the proof of the main theorem uses the idea of “dropping 
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projective modules,” namely if P,, . . . . P, are representatives for the 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable finitely generated (f.g.) projective 
right A-modules then A is Morita equivalent to the algebra End(II Pi). If 
A’ = End(IIizj Pi) then we say that A’ is obtained from A by dropping the 
projective module Pi. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that A/i-ad A z nk and that A’ is obtained from A 
by dropping a projective A-module P, so that rad P, is also projective. 
Then rad A and rad A’ have isomorphic relative Hochschild homology 
groups, H,(A’, rad A’) z H,(A, rad A), or equivalently HC,(A’, rad A’) % 
HC,(A, rad A). 
In [Z] it was shown that A has finite global dimension if and only if A’ 
does. And also any algebra of gl.dim. d 2 can be reduced to a semisimple 
algebra by dropping projective modules as described in the lemma. This 
gives the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf A/rad A x nk and gl.dim. A < 2 then H,(A, rad A) 
= 0 or equivalently HC,(A, rad A) = 0. 
This is related to the following theorem which is essentially due to 
Goodwillie. 
THEOREM [Ill. If k has characteristic zero and gldim. A < co then 
HC,(A, rad A) = 0. 
For the record we would like to say that the main result of this paper 
(Theorem 5.1) preceded and in fact inspired the works of the first author 
[Il] and [12], even though the present proof uses the results in these other 
two papers. We did not publish our original proof because we felt it was 
too clumsy and computational. The new proof uses techniques in cyclic 
homology explained to us by T. Goodwillie. 
1. HOCHSCHILD AND CYCLIC HOMOLOGY OF A k-CATEGORY 
In this section we review some basic definitions and properties of the 
Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of k-categories. 
Let k be a field and let d be a small k-category. This means that the 
morphism sets &(A, B) are vector spaces over k and composition is 
k-bilinear. The nth Hochschild homology of zd (with coefficients in k) is 
defined to be the n-th homology group of the chain complex (C,(d), b) 
given by 
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the coproduct being taken over all (p + 1)-tuples of objects A,, A,, . . . . A,, 
in d, and b is defined in the standard way by 
t(fo, . . . . fp,= (-1)" (f,?f& -,fp- 1) 
N=l+t+ ... +tp 
Afo, -., fp)= (-- 1Y (f,fcl?f,> . ..>f.-I, 
b’=jtp’+ote2+ . . . +tP-Ijt-p 
b = b’ + .j. 
As in [LQ] we use the simplified notation (fO, fi, . . . . f,) for fO@ 
fi @ . . . Of,, . Elements of C,,(d) of this form will be called cycles of n + 1 
composable morphisms in s?. Note that any k-linear functor d -+ 99 induces 
a homomorphism of chain complexes C,(d) -+ C,(B) and thus a map in 
Hochschild homology. 
The n-th cyclic homology group of d (with coefficients in k) is defined 
to be the nth homology group of the following bicomplex, 
I -b’ I b I -b 
C,(d) !‘C,(d) 2- C,(d) !-‘C,(d) 2-- 
I 
b 
I 
-b’ 
I 
b 
I 
-b’ 
C,(d) ?‘C,(d) E C1(d) !-‘C,(d) z 
I 
b 
I 
-b’ 
I 
b 
I 
-b’ 
C,(d) ?-’ C,(d) 2-- C,(d) ?’ C()(d) z 
(1) 
where N, t, b, b’ are defined above. Note that the columns of this bicomplex 
alternate between the Hochschild homology complex (C*(d), b) and the 
so called acyclic Hochschild homology complex (C,(a), 6’) with the sign of 
b’ reversed. The standard chain contraction of this complex is given by 
a, . ..Y fp, = (1, fo, ...> f,). Thus we have the standard long exact Gysin 
sequence :
~H,(d)~HC,(d)-*HC,_,(d)~H,~,(d)~HC,~l(d)j ..-. (2) 
Also note that if d contains only one object A then C,(d) = 
&(A, A)@‘“+’ and the bicomplex (1) is the standard bicomplex defining the 
cyclic homology of &(A, A). (See [LQ].) 
The following very useful lemma and its proof were pointed out to us by 
T. Goodwillie. 
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LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that 9 is a full subcategory of a small k-category 
d. Suppose also that for any two objects A, C in d the following complex 
is exact, 
LUd(B,, A)@&(B,, B,)O&(C, B2) z . . . . (3) 
where the coproduct is taken over all objects B,, B,, etc., in 98. Then the 
inclusion functor g + d induces an isomorphism in Hochschild homology, 
H,(g) w H*(d), and consequently also in cyclic homology: HC,(9) z 
HC,(-@‘). 
Proof By the Gysin sequence (2) and the 5-lemma it suffices to show 
that the inclusion of 99 into d induces an isomorphism in Hochschild 
homology. For this we consider the bicomplex (C,,, d, d’) given as 
follows. 
C,,=Ud(Ao,B,)O~(A,,Ao)O ... @4A,,A,-,) 
@4Bo, A,K34B,, Bo)O ... Od(B,, B,-,), 
where the coproduct is taken over all (p + l,)-tuples A,,, . . . . A, of objects in 
d and (q+ 1)-tuples B,, . . . . B, of objects in 9?. The boundary maps 
d:CP,+CPP,,,andd’:CP,+CP,,P,aregivenby 
4fo, . . . . f,, go, . . . . g,) 
= (fOf‘9 f*, . ..P fp go, ...? 8,) - (fop fi f*, ...? fm $70, ...T EL/) 
+ ... +~-~~“-‘~fo~...~fp--Ifp,go,...,~y~ 
+(-l)“(fo,...,f,~,,f,go,...,g~) 
d’tfo, . . . . f,, go, . . . . g,) 
=(-lY+’ (fo, . . ..f., gag,, . . . . g,) 
+ . . . +(-1y+q+’ (&JfO~fi, “.9 g,-1). 
The exactness of the sequence (3) implies that H,(C,., d’) x C,(a), where 
the isomorphism is induced by the map E’ : C, + C, (&) given by 
Ofo, . ..? fp, go) = ( - 1)” + ’ (gofo, fi 9 . ..Y fp, 
and that Hi(Cp., d’) = 0 for i > 0. A calculation shows that the map 
C,(a) + C,- r(d) induced by d: C, + C,- 1,o is -b so we conclude that 
the homology of the bicomplex is isomorphic to the Hochschild homology 
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of d. Similarly, (C,,, d) is a resolution of C,(B) with augmentation map 
E : Coy + C,(g) given by 
4f0, go, . . . . g,) = (fo go, &Tl> . ..Y g,). 
To see this note that a chain contraction of the augmented complex in 
given by s(fo, . . . . f,, go, . . . . g,) = (1, fo, . . . . f,, go, -., 4,). As before the 
induced map C,(g) --f C, _, (94) is - b. Consequently the homology of our 
bicomplex is also isomorphic to the Hochschild homology of W. We 
conclude that H,(d)zHH,($9). To see that this isomorphism is induced 
by the inclusion of %Y into d we let Cl,, be the subbicomplex of C,, 
given by taking only objects in 99. Then the bicomplex C*, collapses to 
the complex (C,(B), -b) in both directions. We obtain the following 
diagram where the horizontal arrows i, and j, are induced by the 
inclusions i: C*, + C,, and j: B + d. 
H*(B) L H*(B) 
I 
z 
I 
E 
H*(C’,*) ‘f, H*(C**) 
I 
z 
I 
e 
H*Lm -L H*(4 
We conclude that j, is an isomorphism. 1 
Some examples of this lemma are the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2, Suppose that 29 is a k-subcategory of a k-category d 
so that every object in d is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of objects in ?2. 
Then the sequence (3) is exact, H.+.(d) z H,(g), and HC,(&) x HC,(a). 
ProoJ If A, C are objects in d we choose an isomorphism 
g: A w II:, i Bi where B,, . . . . B, are objects in a. Then a chain contraction 
for the complex (3) in Lemma 1.1 is given by s(fo, . . . . f,)=Cr=,((g-‘)i, 
gifO3 fly ...? f,) where gi, ( gP l)i are the components of g, g-l. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that .?+Y is a k-subcategory of a k-category d 
so that every object in d is isomorphic to a direct summand of an object in 
L@. Then the sequence (3) is exact, H,(&‘)x H,(9), and HC,(d)z 
HC,W. 
Proof: If A, C are objects in ~4 let g: A LI A’ z B be an isomorphism 
where A’, B are objects in &, 98, respectively. Let g,, ( gP 1)A be the 
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components corresponding to A of g, g-l resp. Then s(&, . . . . f,) = 
((g-l)A, gAfO,fi, . . ..f.) is a chain contradiction of the complex (3) of 
Lemma 1.1. 1 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over afield k and 
let P,, . . . . P, be a complete set of representatives for the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable Jg. projective right A-modules. Then the Hochschild and 
cyclic homology groups of A are isomorphic to the Hochschild and cyclic 
homology groups of the full subcategory of Mod-A with objects P,, . . . . P,. 
Proof. The Hochschild and cyclcic homology groups of A are the same 
as those of the full subcategory of Mod-A with the single object A,,. By 
Proposition 1.2 we can replace this with the category of all f.g. free 
A-modules and by Proposition 1.3 we can go to f.g. projective A-modules. 
Using Proposition 1.2 again we get the full subcategory with objects 
P 1, ..., PD. I 
2. HOCHSCHILD AND CYCLIC HOMOLOGY OF AN IDEAL IN A k-CATEGORY 
Let d be a small k-category. Then an ideal 9 in d is defined to be a 
system of vector subspaces 9(A, B) of &(A, B) for all objects A, B in d 
so that the composition map d(B, C) @ &(A, B) + &(A, C) sends 
9(B, C)Od(A, B) and d(B, C) @Y(A, B) into Y(A, C). 
Let d/Y be the quotient category with the same objects as d but whose 
morphism sets are given by &‘/#(A, B) = &(A, B)/.f(A, B). Then the 
quotient functor q: d + J&‘/Y induces an epimorphism of Hochschild 
complexes (C,(d), b) + (C,(&/Y), 6) and of cyclic homology bicomplexes 
C,,(d) + C,,(SS?/~). The kernels of these chain maps will be denoted 
C,(d, 9) and C,,(d, Y), respectively. The homology groups of these 
kernel complexes will be called the relative Hochschild and relative cyclic 
homology groups of 9 and they will be denoted H,(d, 9) and 
HC,(&, Y), respectively. 
By construction we have long exact sequences: 
... + HC,(&, 9) + HC,(&) -+ HC,(&/Y) + HC,p ,(.&, Y) 
--, . . . -+ HC,(&/.Y) + 0. 
The subspace C,(&‘, 9) of C,(d) is generated by all cycles of p + 1 
composable morphisms in J&’ at least one of which lie in 9. We would like 
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to replace this by the simpler subspace C,(4) generated by all cycles of 
p + 1 composable morphisms all lying in 9. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that d, 9 satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) d/Y(A, A) = k for all objects A in d. (In particular d/Y has no 
zero object.) 
(b) d/.Y(A, B) = 0 if A #B. (In particular no two distinct objects in 
~4 are isomorphic.) 
Then the relative cyclic homology of 9 is isomorphic to the homology of the 
bicomplex C,,(Y) given by 
lb IF I” 
C,(4) !’ C,(9) a C,(9) !‘. 
co!l&otgr-c t, I-1 0 -., 
(1) 
Furthermore the first two columns of this bicomplex form a bicomplex whose 
homology is the relative Hochschild homology of 9: 
Remarks. (1) The homology of the bicomplex (1) is called the cyclic 
homology of 9 since it is independent of how 9 sits in d. Thus this 
theorem says that under certain conditions HCJf) = HC,(&, Y), where 
HC.,.($) is defined to be the homology of the bicomplex C,.(9) above. 
(2) If d has finitely many objects then this theorem is a special case 
of Proposition 1.1 in [Ill. 
Proof As in [LQ], 1.10, the complex (C,(d), b) is the chain complex 
associated to a simplicial vector space over k. As such it contains a 
degenerate subcomplex which is acyclic, namely, the subcomplex generated 
by all cycles (fo, f,, . . . . f,) of composable morphisms so that one of the 
morphisms fi, . . . . f, is an identity morphism (in particular p > 1). Taking 
the quotient with respect to this subcomplex we get the normalized 
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Hochschild complex for ~4 which we denote (CJJZI)““~, b). Since 
d(A, B)= $(A, B) for A #B and &‘(A, A)=Y(A, A) LI k we see that 
Since the right hand side gives a subcomplex of C,(d), we see that 
the projection map C,(d) + C*(SZ?)““~~ splits. By decomposing the first 
term -QZ(A,,A,) we get C,(JZZ)“~‘~ xC,(Y)LIC,-r(Y) if pal and 
Co(d)“o’m % C,(Y) LI Co(d/Y)norm. If K, is the kernel of the chain map 
C*(aqnorm -+ C*(S?‘/Y)““~~ then K, z C,(4) LI C,-,(Y) x Cp(.d)norm for 
p 2 1 and K, = C,(Y). An immediate calculation shows that K, is 
isomorphic to the total complex of the bicomplex (2) above. And the 
following diagram shows that the inclusion map f: K, + C,(S&‘, 4) is a 
quasi-isomorphism. 
K4 - C*(dyrm - C*(d/S)“orm 
I 
f 
I 
E 
1 
5 
C*(d, m- C*(d) - C*(d/X). 
The chain contraction --s of (C,(&‘), -b’) gives a homotopy between (a) 
the inclusion map of the total complex of the bicomplex (2) into the total 
complex of the bicomplex given by the first two columns of C,,(d, 9) 
and (b) the composition of the inclusion map K, + C,(zI, 9) with the 
isomorphism of the total complex of (2) with K,. Consequently the 
inclusion map (a) is a quasi-isomorphism and our theorem follows from 
the 5-lemma. 1 
The following lemma is a relative version of Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that ~8 is a k-category and Y is an ideal in ~4 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Let S? be a full subcategory of d 
so that the following complex is acyclic for all objects A, C in JZJ’. 
0 -9(C, A) Lu 4B,, A)O9a(C, B,) 
+J~(B,,463~(~,, B,)w(c, B,) Z..., (3) 
where the coproduct is taken over all objects B,, B,, . . . in a. Let 9g denote 
the restriction of 3 to .%?I. Then the inclusion map $8 + .Y induces an 
isomorphism in Hochschild and cyclic homology. 
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Proof (Analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.1.) Let D,, be the 
subbicomplex of the bicomplex C,, of the proof of Lemma 1.1 given by 
D,,=Ud(A,,B,)O~a(A,,A,)O ..~O-@(A,,A,-1) 
@d(4), A,)O9(B,, 4-l)O ... OYa(B,, B,-I). 
Let D;* be the subbicomplex of D .+* given by taking all objects to lie in 
the smaller category 28. Then, as before, the inclusion map D;* + D,, is 
a quasi-isomorphism since the complexes (D,. , d’) and (Db., d’) have no 
homology above dimension 0 and their O-dimensional homology groups 
are isomorphic. The complexes ( D.+4, d) and D&, d) also have no 
homology above dimension 0 and their O-dimensional homology groups 
are 
Thus the complexes D,, and D;* collapse to the total complexes of the 
Hochschild bicomplexes of 9 and 928 respectively (with the signs of all the 
boundary maps reversed). This shows that Y and Y93 have the same 
Hochschild homology and by the j-lemma we conclude that they have the 
same cyclic homology. u 
The main application of this lemma is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k and 
suppose that A/rad A x (n + 1)k. Let A’ be obtained from A by dropping an 
indecomposable projective A-module say P, whose radical is also projective. 
Then the inclusion map A’ + A induces isomorphisms H,(A’, rad A’) x 
H.,.(A, rad A) and HCJA’, rad A’)% HC,(A, rad A). 
Proof By the j-lemma it suffices to prove this in the case of Hochschild 
homology. By Corollary 1.4 the Hochschild homology groups of A and 
A/rad A are isomorphic to the Hochschild homology groups of the full sub- 
categories 9 and Y of Mod-A with objects P,, . . . . P, and So, . . . . S,, respec- 
tively, where So, . . . . S, are representatives for the isomorphism classes of 
simple right A-modules and P,, . . . . P, are corresponding indecomposable 
projective A-modules. 
The map A + A/rad A corresponds to the functor 9 + Y given by 
modding out the radicals of the projective modules. Thus the relative 
Hochschild homology of rad A is isomorphic to the Hochschild homology 
of the ideal 9 in 9 given by 
9( Pi, Pi) = Horn, (Pi, rad Pi) E Horn, (Pi, P,). 
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Now take d =9 and let S? be the full subcategory of 9 with objects 
P r, . . . . P,. Then the complex (3) in Lemma 2.2 is acyclic if A # P,, so 
suppose that A = P,. Choose an isomorphism g: rad P,, x LI Qj where 
each Qj is equal to some Pi where i 2 1. Then a chain contraction h of the 
complex (3) is given by h(h, . . ..fp)=Cj((g-‘)i. gjfo,f,, . . ..f.), where gj 
and (g- ‘), are the components of g and g- ‘. 1 
As we remarked in the introduction, this theorem has the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an 
algebraically closed field k. Suppose also that gl.dim. A Q 2. Then the relative 
Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of the radical of A are both zero. 
Proof: It s&ices to show that H,(A, rad A) =O. Using the Morita 
invariance of Hochschild homology we may assume that A is basic. Thus 
A/rad A % nk as required by Theorem 2.3. By [Z] there exists an indecom- 
posable projective A-module whose radical is projective and the algebra 
obtained from A by dropping this projective module also has global dimen- 
sion < 2. Thus we may assume that n = 1. In this case A = k and rad A = 0 
so H,(A, rad A) = H,(k, 0) = 0. 1 
3. MONOMIAL RELATION ALGEBRAS 
Let A be a monomial relation algebra over a field k, i.e., A is given by 
a quiver Q modulo a relation ideal J which is generated by a finite set 
of paths in Q (see, e.g., [GHZ]). We assume that A is finite dimensional 
over k. 
We are interested in determining when A has finite global dimension. 
The first step is to reduce this to the case when Q consists of a single 
oriented cycle. We call such algebras cycle algebras. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A be a monomial relation algebra. Let C be a 
quiver consisting of a single oriented cycle in the quiver Q of A (C may be 
larger than Q since C is allowed to go through the same vertex or edge 
more than once) and let f: C + Q be a map of quivers (i.e., f sends vertices 
to vertices and arrows to arrows). We take the relations on C given by 
pulling back the relations in Q, i.e., a path in C is a relation if its image 
in Q is zero. Then the mesh algebra Z of C is said to be a cycle algebra 
overlying A. We say that Z is a minimal cycle algebra overlying A if Z is 
not a covering of a smaller overlying cycle algebra. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A be a monomial relation algebra. Then A has 
481/151/2-17 
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finite global dimension if and only ifits minimal overlying cycle algebras have 
finite global dimension. 
ProojI Suppose first that A has finite global dimension say d. Then the 
universal covering Q of Q also has global dimension d. This implies that 
any infinite path in & has global dimension <d, (see [GHZ]). But any 
cycle algebra overlying A gives an infinite path in Q with the same global 
dimension so the cycle algebras overlying A have global dimension dd. 
Conversely suppose that A has infinite global dimension. Then, by [IZ] 
Proposition 1.12, there exists a periodic syzygy pair (P,, K,) with period 
say p. Let 7: fi + @ be a lifting of the path y to 0. Then K, E P, is a 
Q-module whose pth syzygy contains a component isomorphic to K,, 
where y”: v”’ + 6 is another lifting of y to 0. Let g : Q + Q be a covering 
translation which takes y” to y’. Then i?, i7 have the same image in Q/g so 
the unique path from fi to 6’ in Q gives an oriented cycle in Q/g. This 
oriented cycle gives a cycle algebra overlying A and the module K,- restricts 
to a Z-module K which has the property that K is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of its p th syzygy. Therefore K has infinite projective dimension 
and Z has infinite global dimension. If Z is not minimal then it is a 
covering of some minimal cycle algebra Z’ overlying A which has the same 
global dimension as Z. 1 
Now suppose that Z is a cycle algebra with quiver C. Suppose that C has 
n vertices. Take the set of minimal relations for C, i.e. the minimal paths 
which are in the relation ideal. Then there are two possibilities. Either there 
are exactly n minimal relations or there are fewer. 
In the first case the minimal relations must all be of the same length, say 
1, which is also equal to the Loewy length of Z and Z is self-injective. 
In the second case there must be a vertex of C which is not the beginning 
of a minimal relation. The projective Z-module corresponding to that 
vertex has the property that its radical is also projective. Thus we may 
drop that projective module from the algebra, i.e., take the endomorphism 
ring of the sum of the projective modules corresponding to the other 
vertices as explained in [Z]. This also corresponds to dropping the vertex 
from the quiver. The resulting algebra Z’ has finite global dimension if and 
only if Z does and the resulting quiver C’ is either one oriented cycle with 
monomial relations or one path with relations. If C’ is one path then Z 
will be called a one-path algebra. It is evident that all one-path algebras 
have finite global dimension. 
If the new quiver C’ is still an oriented cycle then it has one fewer vertex 
than C so after iterating this process a finite number of times we will get 
either a one-path algebra or a self-injective cycle algebra. In the first case 
the original algebra Z has finite global dimension and in the second case 
Z has infinite global dimension. 
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4. THE RELATIVE CYCLIC HOMOLOGY OF THE RADICAL OF A CYCLE ALGEBRA 
Let Z be a cycle algebra over k whose quiver C has n vertices. Let 
P I, . . . . P, be a complete set of representatives for the isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable projective right Z-modules. Let 9 be the full sub- 
category of Mod-n with objects P,, . . . . P,. Then 9 is a graded category 
since Hom,(P,, P,) is graded in the obvious way. Note that the ideal 9 in 
9 given by Y(P;, P,) = Hom,(P,, rad P,) is the sum of all homomorphisms 
of degree al. We write Y(Pi, Pi)= II,,, Y(Pi, P,)“. From the proof of 
Theorem 2.3 we recall: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The relative cyclic homology of rad Z is naturally 
isomorphic to the cyclic homology of Y, i.e., HC,(Z, rad Z) z HC,(.Y). 
Since 9 is graded, the cyclic homology of 9 is also graded. And since 
each C,(9) is generated by cycles of p + 1 composable morphisms in 9 we 
have C,(Y) = C,(9)n II C,(Y)*’ II .... Thus we get: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The cyclic homology of 9 is trivial except in graded 
degrees n, 2n, 3n, etc. Thus: 
HC,(Y)= u HC,(Y)+ 
da1 
DEFINITION 4.3. The homogeneous component HC,(9)” of HC,(Y) 
will be called the lowest weight cyclic homology of Y(and of rad Z). 
Suppose that Z’, C’, 9’ are obtained from Z, C, 9 by dropping a projec- 
tive module whose radical is projective and by dropping the corresponding 
vertex from C. Then the isomorphism HC,(Y) x HC,(Y) given in 
Theorem 2.3 evidently induces isomorphisms of the homogeneous 
components HCJS)d” x HC,(Y)d’“- ‘). I n particular the lowest weight 
cyclic homology groups of 9 and Y’ are isomorphic. 
The main theorem of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4.4. (a) The lowest weight cyclic homology of 9 has a well 
defined Euler characteristic, i.e., LIi HC, (X)” is finite dimensional, 
(b) If Z is self-injective with Loewy length 1 then 
xWC,Va)“) = 
l-l $1 divides n 
1 otherwise. 
In particular it is not equal to zero (unless I= 1 in which case Z is 
semisimple. )
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Before we give the proof of this theorem we note the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Z has finite global dmension. 
(b) HC&J) = 0 
(c) HC*(Y)” = 0 
(d) ~(ffCqc(W) =O 
(e) The determinant of the graded Cartan matrix C(x) of Z is equal 
to 1. 
Remark. The equivalence between (a) and (e) is already known since 
(a)=+(e) by [W] and ()e)* (a) by [BFVZ]. 
Proof: If Z has finite global dimension then, by Theorem 2.3 and the 
process described in Section 3, 9 has the same cyclic homology as the 
radical of a one-path algebra. Since a one-path algebra has no oriented 
cycles the cyclic homology of its radical is evidently trivial. Thus (a) * (b) 
and it is obvious that (b) * (c) * (d). Also it is well known that (a) 3 (e) 
since Z is graded [W]. 
Conversely if Z has infinite global dimension then Z reduces to a self- 
injective cycle algebra with Loewy length 22 whose radical has the same 
cyclic homology as 9. Therefore, by Theorem 4.4, the lowest weight cyclic 
homology is nonzero and has nonzero Euler characteristic. Thus (d) * (a) 
and (a), (b), (c), (d) are equivalent. 
Now we will show that (e) is equivalent to (d). Theorem 4.4(b) shows 
that the Euler characteristic of the lowest weight cyclic homology of 9 
depends only on the position of the minimal relations in the quiver C of Z 
and is independent of the ground field k. Also the graded Cartan matrix is 
independent of the field k. Consequently we may assume that k has charac- 
teristic zero. By [IZ] condition (e) is equivalent the condition that the 
Euler characteristic of HC,(Y)d” is equal to zero for all d since these are 
the coefficients of the power series x(Z-ZC,(Z, rad Z))(x). In particular 
(e)*(d). I 
In order to prove Theorem 4.4(a) we will construct a finite simplicial 
complex K of dimension <n + 1 so that H,(CK, K) z HC*(Y)“, where CK 
is the cone on K. In order to prove part (b) we will assume that k 
has characteristic zero and use the formula for the power series 
x(HC,(Z, rad Z))(x) proved in [I2]. 
More generally, for any positive integer d which is relatively prime to the 
characteristic of k, there is a finite cell complex Kd of dimension d d(n + 1) 
so that H,(CK,, Kd) % HC,(9)d”. But we do not need this more general 
construction. 
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Before we construct K we need some definitions. A path of length m in 
a quiver Q has a source and target vertex and a sequence of m - 1 inter- 
mediate vertices which are not necessarily distinct. These intermediate 
vertices will be called the interior oertices of the path. We also say that the 
path covers these vertices. 
DEFINITION 4.6. The minimal weight relation complex K is the simpli- 
cial complex defined as follows: 
(a) The vertices of K are the minimal relations of C of length Gn. 
(b) A set of vertices yO, . . . . yP of K spans a p-simplex in K if and only 
if there is at least one vertex in C which is not covered by any of the 
relations yi. 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Suppose that every composition of two arrows is a 
relation. Then the only way to cover all the vertices in C is to take all 
the relations. So K is the boundary of the (n - 1)-simplex spanned by 
its n vertices and its Euler characteristic is given by x(K) = 2 if n is even 
and x(K) = 0 if n is odd. This is the self-injective case with 1= 2 so 
I( HC,(9)“) = 1 - x(K) = ( - 1) n+l in agreement with Theorem 4.4(b). 
Theorem 4.4(a) now follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.8. H,(CK, K) z HC,(9)“. 
Proof Suppose first that K is empty. Since both K and the lowest 
weight cyclic homology of Y is independent of any relations of length >n 
we may assume that the quiver C has exactly one relation of length n + 1. 
Using Theorem 2.3 we may drop all the vertices in C except the one at 
which this relation starts. This results in quiver C’ with exactly one vertex 
and one loop, say x, with the single relation x2 = 0. The degree one part of 
the bicomplex C,,(Y) is 
so HC, (9)” z HC, (9’)’ = 0 if i> 0 and HC,(Y)” z HCO(9’)’ z k. Thus 
the lemma holds in this case. Still assuming that K is empty we note that 
the degree n part of the bicomplex C,,(Y) depends only on the quiver C. 
We will call this bicomplex B,,(C). 
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Now we consider the general case. The degree n part of the bicomplex 
C,,(Y) is a quotient of the bicomplex B,,(C). Using the fact that paths 
vi + vi give Z-homomorphisms P, + Pi we can give combinatorial 
descriptions of C’,,(9) = C,(Y) and BP,(C) as follows. BP&C) has a basis 
consisting of all cycles of q paths in C of length 3 1 and total length n. We 
will call these basic cycles. C,,(Y) is the subspace of BP,(C) spanned by all 
basic cycles of q nonzero paths. Evidently the kernel of the epimorphism 
BP&C) -+ C,,(X) is spanned by all basic cycles of q paths so that at least 
one path is a relation. 
For each minimal relation y in C of length <n let B,,(y) denote the 
vector subspace of BP&C) spanned by all basic cycles of q paths so that 
y is contained in one of these paths. Then B,,(y) is a subbicomplex of 
B,,(C) isomorphic to B,,(C’) where C’ is an oriented cycle of length 
n + l-length(y). Consequently B,,(y) is quasi-isomorphic to B,,(C). If 
yO, . . . . yP are minimal relations in C of length <n then the intersection of 
the subbicomplexes B,*(y,) is nonzero if and only if yO, . . . . yP do not cover 
all the vertices of C. Furthermore in that case fiB,,(y,)=BB,.JC”) for 
some oriented cycle C” of length bn and thus the inclusion map 
n B,,(yj) + B,,(C) is a quasi-isomorphism. If we choose a fixed augmen- 
tation of B,,(C) over k then for every p-simplex c = (yO, . . . . y,) of K there 
is an acyclic augmented subbicomplex B,,(o) = B,,(yO) n ... n B,*(yp) 
of B,,(C) so that if o cr then B(a)? B(z). We would like to use the 
acyclic carrier theorem [GH] but the inclusion maps go the wrong way. 
This can be fixed however by going to the first barycentric subdivision bK 
of K. The vertices of bK are defined to be the simplices of K and a 
p-simplex of bK is defined to be a sequence CJ~ 5 o1 s.. .s (TV of simplices in 
K. For each such p-simplex rr* let D,(a,) be the total complex of B,,(aO). 
If u* cr.+ then r,, E oO so D,(o,) E D,(r,). Consequently D is an acyclic 
carrier and there is a chain map from the simplicial chain complex of bK 
into the total complex of B,,(C) carried by the carrier D. Furthermore it 
follows by induction on n and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence that this chain 
map gives a quasi-isomorphism from the simplicial chain complex of bK to 
the total complex of the kernel of B,,(C)+ C,,(Y) and the lemma 
follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.4(b). It is possible to prove this formula with a 
straightforward computation of the number of cells in Kin each dimension 
using generating functions. We will present a different approach which we 
feel is more instructive. 
Since the Euler characteristic of K is independent of the field k we may 
assume that k has characteristic zero. Then the Euler characteristic of the 
lowest weight cyclic homology of 3 is the coefficient of x” in the graded 
Euler characteristic x(HC,(Z, rad Z))(x) of the relative cyclic homology of 
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the radical of Z. We will use the formula in [I23 expressing this in terms 
of the graded Cartan matrix C(x) of Z. 
The graded Cartan matrix of Z is given by 
C(x) = Z+ TX + T2x2 + . . . +T’-‘x’~‘=(Z-T’x’)(l-TX)-‘, 
where T is the matrix of a cyclic permutation of order n. Since the eigen- 
values of Tare the n th roots of unity we can compute det C(x) as follows, 
det C(x) = 
det(Z- T’x’) nl=, (1 - 5”‘~‘) 
det(Z- TX) = n:= 1 (1 - tix) ’ 
where < is a primitive nth root of unity. But t’ is a primitive n/&h root of 
unity where d = (n, I) so 
det C(x) = (’ LTyH’)” 
=l+x”+x’“+ ... +(l-d)x”“d+higherterms. (1) 
By [12] the lowest degree term of x(HC,(Z, rad Z))(x) is equal to the 
lowest degree term of log det C(x) which is the same as the lowest degree 
term of det C(x)-1. And this is x” if d<Z and it is (1 -d)x” if d=l. 1 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The main theorem follows easily from Corollary 4.5. 
THEOREM 5.1. A finite dimensional monomial relation algebra over a 
field k has finite global dimension if and only if the relative cyclic homology 
of its radical is equal to zero. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, LI has finite global dimension if and only if 
every minimal cycle algebra 2 overlying ,4 has finite global dimension. By 
Corollary 4.5 this is equivalent to saying that HC,(Z, rad Z) = 0. But it is 
clear at the chain level that 
HC,(A, rad LI) z u HC,(Z, rad Z), (1) 
where the coproduct is taken over all minimal cycle algebras Z overlying 
LI. The theorem follows. 1 
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6. DETERMINANTOF THE GRADED CARTAN MATRIX 
Our main theorem (Theorem 5.1) can be phrased in terms of the graded 
Cartan matrix of the coverings of A. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. A jId. monomial relation algebra A has finite global 
dimension if and only if the determinant of the Z-graded Cartan matrix of 
every finite covering of A is equal to 1. 
Proof Suppose that A has finite global dimension. Then so does every 
covering ;i of A. By [W] we conclude that the determinant of the 
Z-graded Cartan matrix of A is 1. 
Conversely suppose that A has infinite global dimension. Then there 
exists a minimal cycle algebra Z over A which also has infinite global 
dimension. Suppose that the quiver C of Z has m vertices. Then we can 
find a finite covering 0 of Q so that C is the only oriented cycle in 0 of 
length <m. Then x(HC,(A-, rad 2)“) % x(HC,(Z, rad Z)m) is nonzero by 
Corollary 4.5 and is equal to x(H,(CK, K)) by Lemma 4.8. Since the Euler 
characteristic of the minimal weight complex K is independent of the field 
k we may assume that k has characteristic zero. Then [12] applies and we 
conclude that the coefficient of xm in the determinant of the Z-graded 
Cartan matrix of ;? is nonzero. 1 
Proposition 6.1 is related to a result of Burgess [B], namely, that a 
monomial relation algebra has finite global dimension if and only if its 
nonabelian free group graded Cartan matrix is invertible. In fact the 
invertibility of the nonabelian free group graded Cartan matrix of A implies 
that the determinant of every Z-graded Cartan matrix of every finite 
covering of A is 1. To see this note that given an m-fold covering /? of A 
we can assign a permutation of m letters to each arrow in the quiver of A. 
If we replace each noncommuting letters xi appearing in the nonabelian 
free group graded Cartan matrix of A by x times the corresponding m x m 
permutation matrix then we obtain the Z-graded Cartan matrix of 2. 
The invertibility of the first matrix implies the invertibility of the second. 
But the determinant of any invertible matrix with coelliients in E[x] is a 
constant polynomial ( f 1). Thus we can take x = 0 and we get the identity 
matrix with determinant 1. 
Now let us consider the free abelian group graded Cartan matrix of A. 
In [B] this is denoted H but here we will denote it by C,(x,, ..,, x,) where 
s is the number of arrows in the quiver of A If Z is a minimal cycle algebra 
overlying A then Z is also graded by the free abelian group on s generators 
and so we have a graded Cartan matrix C,(x, , . . . . x,) for Z. 
LEMMA 6.2. det C,(x,, . . . . xs) = n, det C,(x,, . . . . x,) as elements of 
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ECL-Xl, .**, x,]] where the product is taken over all minimal cycle algebra Z 
overlying A. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that k has charac- 
teristic zero. Then by [I21 we have 
log det C,(x,, . . . . 444 x,) = f x(HC,(A, rad A))(x:, . . . . xt) c k 
k=l dlk 
and similarly for all minimal cycle algebras Z overlying A. But it follows 
from (1) in Section 5 that 
x(HC,(h rad A ))(x,, . . . . x,) = c x(HC,(Z, rad Z))(x,, . . . . x,). 
z 
Therefore we have 
log det C,(x,, . . . . x,)=ClogdetC,(x,,...,x,) 
Z 
Exponentiating both sides we get our lemma. 1 
EXAMPLE 6.3. The following is an example of f.d. monomial relation 
algebra of infinite global dimension whose free abelian group graded Cartan 
matrix has determinant 1. Thus this is a counterexample to the conjecture 
mentioned in [B] that gl.dim A < co if and only if det C,(x,, . . . . x,) = 1, 
a 
with relations bg, dc, fe, fc, abef, cdga, abcdefg, bcdefga. 
Proof. This can be verified by direct computation. However, we will 
give a conceptual proof which explains why this example works and 
suggests how many more counterexamples could also be constructed. 
By examining how the monomial relations in our example overlap we 
see by the criterion of [GHZ] that all cycle algebras overlying ,4 with 
infinite global dimension are given by the oriented cycles A = abcdefg, 
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B = abefcdg and all possible products of A and B (A’, B2, AB, A2B, etc.). 
Consequently the minimal cycle algebras of infinite global dimension 
overlying A are in l-1 correspondence with the minimal cycle algebras 
(all of infinite global dimension) overlying the monomial algebra 
L = k[a, b]/(a’, b2, ab). 
The oriented cycle A has two overlapping relations and so by (1) in 
Section 4 we have 
detC,=e=l--z, 
where z = abcdefg. The oriented cycle B has three overlapping relations so 
l-z2 
det C,=%= 1 +z, 
more generally if Z is an oriented cycle given by composing n copies of A 
with m copies of B in any order then Z has 2n + 3m relations that overlap 
in pairs so 
detC,=l+(-l)“+‘z”+“. 
The determinant of the corresponding cycle algebra overlying the algebra 
L is 1 - a“b”‘. Thus by Lemma 6.2 we have: 
det C,(a, b, c, d, e, f, g) = det C,(z, -2) 
But det C,(a, b) = 1 + a + b so det C,(z, -z) = 1. 1 
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